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Introduction. 

In this paper, we study Frobenius extensions (in the sense of Kasch 

[14]), in particular, Galois extensions ([1] [5] [6]), and crossed products ([13]). 
In Section 1, we give a relation between invertible submodules and ring 

automorphisms (Th. 1. 3). In Section 2, we prove a fundamental relation 

between generalized crossed products and Galois extensions (Th. 2. 12). This 

is our main theorem. In Section 3, we de五ne an equivalence relation 

concerning the ring homomor叩phiおsms仇， and prove t出ha叫t

“"cros路seぽ吋d product" are completely determined by an equivalence class (Th. 

3.4 and Th. 3. 5). In Section 4, we prove the splitting property of crossed 

products, which includes Nobusawa [22]. In Section 5, we see that a particｭ

ular generalized crossed product is a symmetric extension (which is def�ed 

in ~ 2). Further we derive directly Williamson and Silver's results [28], [25] 
concerning hereditary orders, in our situation. Finally we correct the errors 

in our previous paper “ Galois extensions and crossed products, J. Fac. Sci. 

Hokkaido Univ. , Ser. 1, 20 (1968)". 
Throughout this paper, all rings have identities, and modules are unital. 

A subring of a ring contains the identity. A ring homomorphism means 

a ring homomorphism such that the image of 1 is 1. 

~ 1. Invertible submodules and automorphisms. 

Let Alvf, AN be left A-modules. By Nn we denote the direct sum of n 

copies of AN. If AM is isomorphic to a direct summand of ANηfor some 

n , then we write AMIAN If AMIAN and ANIAM, then we write AM,......, AN 
(similar). By Homγ (AM， AN) (resp. Hom{ (AM, AN)) we denote the module 

of A-homomorphisms from AM to AN acting on the right (resp. left) side. 

We denote Homr (AM, AM) (resp. Hom{ (AM, AM)) by End,. (A1¥ﾆ) (resp. 

Endl (AM)). Let f be a mapping from a set S to a set T. For any s in S , 
the image of s by f is written as f(s)=な=(s)f =Sf, and f is written as 
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f=(s• f(s)) (sES), etc. To be easily seen, AMIAN if and only if there 

are A-homomorphisms !t，…，五 in Homr (AM, AN) and Yb …， ιln 

Homr (AN, Al1f) such that ~ぷ Yi = idM , or equivalently, Homr (AM, AN). 
Homr (AN, Aﾑ[) = Endr (AM). 

Then the following are well known: 

S. 1. If AMIAA (i. e・ AM is 五nitely generated and projective) then 

A}.IMA•, where A*=Endr (AM). 

S. 2. If AAIAN (i. e・ AN is a generator of the category of left A-modｭ

ules) then NA ト I A.::-+ and End/(NA+):::A, where A+=Endr (ペN).

To be easily seen, the following holds. (Cf. Hirata [9], [10].) 
S. 3. If AMIAN then Homr (AM, AN)λ+IA.;i+， A+Hom (AN, AM)Iλ+A+， 

Endl (Homγ (Al\4.， AN)A + ) = Aて and Endr (A+Homr (AN, AM))=A*. 
The first haH is a direct consequence of standard properties of Hom 

and EB. To see the latter haH, let !t，…，凡 and Yb …， ιbe A-homomorｭ

phisms in Homr (AM, AN) and Hom,. (AN, AM) respectively such that ~ihYi 
= 1M，・ And， let ~ be in Endl (Homr (AM, AN)A+)' Then, for any f in 

Homr (λM， AN), ~(f)=~(~ihYd)= ~i タ(h)Yd， and ~(h)Yi is in A*. Further, 
Homr(AM， λN) ・ Homr (AN, AM)=A* implies that A.Hom (AM, AN) is faithful. 

Similarly we know that A*=Endr(A+Hom (AN, AM)). 
Let AMA' be a left A , right A'-module. If AM,_.. AA and EndrCM):::A', 

then we call AMA' a Morita module. Note that this definition is right-left 

symmetric. By a ring extension A/ B , we mean a ring homomorphism from 

B to A such that the image of 1 is 1. Then every A-module may be 

considered as a B・module by f. Let f: B • A and f*: A*• B* be ring 
homomorphisms, and let M be a left A , right B九module. If both AMA• 
and BMB事 are Morita modules, we say that A/BMB./A，事 is a Morita module. 

Note that, in this case, f and f* are injections, BA,_.. BB, and B~.，_.. A~.. 

Let A/B be a ring extension. By VA(B) we denote {xEAlbx=xb for 

all bεB} ， and call it the centralizer of B in A/B. 

Let A be a ring, and R a subring of A. Let XR be an R-submodule 

of A. If there is an R・submodule R Y of A such that 1 E X Y  and YX � R , 
then XR is said to be right invertible in A (cf. Maranda [15]). (Symmetｭ

rically we define left invertible submodules.) Evidently S=XY is a subring 

of A. X and Y are a left S-submodule and a right S・submodule of A , 
respectively. Further, S= {xεAlxXçX}={XEAIYxçY}， Y={xEAlxXçR} , 
and X-= {xε AIYxçR}. Thus we call RY the right inverse of XR in A. 
1n this case we say briefly that sXR is right invertible in A. Since S = 

XYョ 1 ， 1 is written as 1 = ~i ViW.(ViEX, WポY). Then x= ~i V.(叩.x) for 

all x in X. As w;xER, this means that XRIRR (i. e. XR is finitely generated 
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and projective,) and evidently 九(X)=O， where lA(X)={XEA[xX=O}. The 

canonical homomorphism X ( nA • XA = A is an isomorphism with the inverse 

mapping (x→ L: i 叫③ωバ) (XE A). Since XR is projective, we have XW  = 
X ( RW for any R・submodule ""'ア of A , in particular, XY = X ( RY. Let f 
be any R-homomorphism from Xn to AR. Then A=X⑧ 

iおs a right A-homomorphism, where A ( A • A is the contraction mapping. 

Therefore, for some b in A , bx= f(x) for all x in X. From this fact, it 
follows that S::::Endl (Xn) and S::::End,. (IX) as rings, canonically. 

Next we assume that XR[R]b lA(X)=O, and every R-homomorphism 

from Xn to Rn is given by a left multiplication by an element of A. Then, 
as is easily seen, Xn is a right invertible submodule with the right inverse 

Y={xEA[xX�;R}. Thus we obtain the following 

Proposition 1. 1. Let A be a ring, R a subring 'Of A， ωld X an 

R引:tbm'Odule 'Of A. Then the f'Oll'Owing are equivalent: 

(i) There is an R-subm'Odule nY 'Of A such that lEXYand YX�;R 

(i. e. XR is right invertible in A). 

(ii) Xn[Rn and A=XA=X( RA. 
(iii) XR[RR' lA(X)=O, and every R-h'Om'Om'Oゅんism fr'Om Xn 初 Rn is 

given by a left mult~ρlicati'On by 仰 element 'Of A. 

ln this case， グ we set S=XY, then X is a lザt S・subm'Odule， and Y is 

a right S-subm'Odule. S= {xEA[xXÇ; X} ご Endl(XR)， and S={xEA[Yx三 Y}

::::Endr (nY) as rings, can'Onically. EveりI R-h'Om'Om'Oゅんism jシom Xn int'O 

An is given by a left mult争licati'On by an element 'Of A. X={xEA[Yx Ç; R} , 
and Y={yEA[ νX ç; R}. 

Let R , S be subrings of A , and sXn a submodule of A. If there is 

a submodule nYs of A such that XY=S and YX=R , we call sXn an 

invertible subm'Odule of A. Evidently this is equivalent to that sX]，古 1S

right and left invertible in A. Y is denoted by sXj/, and is called the 

inverse of sXn・
Next we consider a special class of ring homomorphisms. Let S , A be 

rings, and let σ， r be ring homomorphisms from S to A. Let AAuσbe a free 

A-module which is isomorphic to AA by the mapping a→auσ (aEA). If we 

def�e uus= σ (s)uσ(SE S) then we obtain a left A , right S-module. A subｭ

module σよ of A is de岳町d by uJ,= {xEA[σ (s) α=ニ a.r(s) for all s in S}. This 

is a left VA (σ (S))， right VA(r(S))-submodule of A , where VA (σ (S)) means the 

centralizer of σ (S) in A. 

The proof of the following lemma may be omitted. 

Lemma 1. 2. .J,:::: Homγ (AAu品 AAu，s) by the c'Or向学'Ondence αl→ (xuσ→
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xaur) (xε A). In particulaη VA(U(S))=.J.:::=Endr (AAu.s) as rings. .Jr is 

a left VA(σ (S))， right VA(r:(S))-module, and .Jr.rJ. is an ideal of VA(σ (S)). 

Corollary. AAu.slAAurs if and only if .Jr. ,J.= VA (σ (S)). In this case, 
V，I (a(則。JrV.A (r(初 ) is right invertible in A , and rJ. is iお right inverse. 

Now, let A be a ring, and R , S subrings of A. Let sXR be a right 

invertible submodule of A , and R Y its right inverse. Then, XY  = X ( RY= 
Sラ 1= I:i UiQ9iV� for some uiEX, vz:E Y. For any a in V A(R), the mapping 
z ( y:• xay from X ( RY to A is well defined. Since s= I:， SUî⑧叫=I:i U.,( vis 

for all s in S, we have I: isuiav"= I: iuòav,,s for all a in VA(R). Put σx(a) 
= I: i Uiavi' Then, as is easily seen， σx is a ring homomorphism from V A (R) 

to V A (S). In the sequel, for any subring R of A , we denote V A (R) by R*. 

Since XYョ 1， we have Iz(X) = 0, so that the ring homomorphism σx lS 

characterized as a mapping from R* to S* such thatσx(a)u=ua for any 

aER* and any uεX. Similarly, v ・ σx(a)=av for any aER* and any vε Y. 

Therefore X�'xJh and Y�1J.x' and hence .:Jl is right invertible in A as 

a left σx(R*)， right R料-module. As R*** = R*, the ring homomorphism 
induced by qJi is the same with σx・ By Cor. to Lemma 1. 2, we know 

that AAu'XR.IAAR•. Assume that R**=R. Then, since lJ.X ・ 'XJ1ÇR**=R，
we have Y;;;2 (lJ.X ・ σ.Jl)Y;;;2 1J.X ・XY;;;2 1J.X' and so RY= R1J.X・ Similarly， XR 

=σXJ1R' and hence S=Endz (XR) = Endz (σXJ1R) = (σx(R*))*. (In general, it is 
easily seen that XR料Yç(σx(R*))* and Y・ (σx(R*))*çR料 From these we 

have XR料T=(σx(R*))* ， and so りぼっ).XR'k:' is right invertible. Hence the 

argument in the case R** = R implies XR** = σx-Á， because σx- σXR叫 Thus

we have also R**Y=14x・) Conversely, we take a subring R of a ring A 
and a ring homomorphismσfrom R to A such thatλAu.RIAAR・ Then， by 

Lemma 1. 2, 何仰が.J1R• is right invertible in A , where R* = V A (R) , and the 
ring homomorphism induced by .J1R• is evidently an extension of σto R料.

Let sXR be right invertible in A , and RYS its right inverse, and let X~， 

be right inversible, and S' Y' its right inverse. Assume that S' 躊. Then 

X'X.YY'=X'SY'31 , and YY'.X'X躡S'X躡X躋.  Hence X'Sy,X'XR is 
right invertible, and YY' is its right inverse. Therefore, if S' = S, then 
XfYfX'XR is right invertible. Hence, if TX~ and sXR are invertible, then so 
is TX'X R, and (X'X)一1=X-1X'ー 1 To be easily seen, UX'x= σx'σx， and σR 

= idR•. Therefore, if sXR is invertible then σx: R*:::=S* (isomorphism), and 
(σx)→=σx-'. Since AAu.x 即IAAS' implies AAR':::=AAu'X-l( s.S*u'xR.1 AAu.xR" 

we have AAu.xR......., AAR•・
Conversely we take a ring isomorphism σ: R:::=S between subrings of 

A such that AAu.R......, AAR・ Then S,.J1R• is invertible (Lemma 1. 2). Let!" : 

S:::= T be also a ring isomorphism between subrings of A such thatλAu，s""'" 
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AAs. Then Jl ・ σJ1Ç ，oJh because ，oJ.= τJ1 . Since 刊J1 ・ l tJq Ç...σJo= Jh we obtain 

τJ1Ç二司J1 ・ σJ1 . Hence ,J 1. .J1 = ，σJ1 ・ Jl induces ρ: R** こS** ， and p is an 

extension of σ :R ':::::. S. Therefore R = R** and S = S** are equivalent. 

From the above argument, the set of all invertible submodules of A is 
a groupoid. This is denoted by @(A). The set of identities is the set of 

subrings of A. By @*(A) we denote the groupoid of all ring isomorphisms 

σ: R':::::.S between subrings of A such that AAuOR"'_' AAR. The set of identities 

is the set of identity mappings of subrings of A. 

Summarizing the above we state the following 

Theorem 1. 3. Let A be a ring. Thel1 the ηωJゆかzg sXR'→σ y IS 

a grolψoid homomoゅんism jシom @(A) to @*(A)， 日here σ y is the ring 

lSQ1ll01アhism jシ'01n R* to S* such that σx(α)u=ua for ωzy a in R* ωzd 

any II in X. The mapρzng σ: R':::::.S• aJl is a groupoid hOlllOmOTjりん1s1n

from 伊 (A) to @(A), where Jl = {uEAIσ(α)u=ω 戸r all a il1 R}. For 

an iwuertible sXT� X=.xJh S**=S, and R**=R alで equivalent conditions. 

For σ: R':::::.S in @*(A)， σ=σι ， S**=S, and R**=R ωマ equivalent COl1-

ditiol1s. Ther，げore， lf we put @c(A)={sXRE@(A)IR**=R} and @�(A)= 

(σE@*(ぺ )1σ :R→A‘ R** = R} then , by the above h01ll0morphism, @C(A) 三ご

(~('HA) as groupoids. 

Let /1 be a ring, and R a subring of A. By @(AjR) we denote the 

group of all R-R占lVertible submodules of A. By @* (Aj R) we denote the 

group of automorphismsσof R such that AAuOR"'_'AAR. By Aut(AjR) we 

denote the group of R-automorphisms of A acting on the left side. If R料
is equal to R , we call R a commutor subring of A , where R* is the 

centralizer of R in A. 

Corol1ary. 1f R is a commutor・ subring of A , then @(AjR) 竺(昌*(AjR*) 
as groups. Particularly, @(AjC) ':::::.@*(AjA), where C is the center of A. 

1f B is a subring of A , t抗h仰 t抗lんle image ~ザf @(団B*jC灼c) u仰nd，向'er the α必bo即むveυυIS卯0-

mω01φアμlんωIl山lsm 1βs t抗1んze groμゆρQザfB

Theorem 1. 4. Let A-;;;]_R-;;;]_B be rings， ωld R a commutor subring of 

A. Assume that AA ( BRR"'_' AAR. Then @ (B* j R*)竺 Aut (RjB) as groups. 

Proof. 1t su伍ces to prove that AAuOR"'_' AAR for all σin Aut (RjB). 

Since AA ( BRR"'_' AAJb we have AAR,.._. AA⑧nRRごAA⑧ nRUoR':::::.AA⑧RR⑧RRuOR
"'_'AA0"RuσR竺 AAuoR' Thus AAR~、.IAAuUR"

Corollary. lf A is a central sφαrable C・algebra then @(AjC)':::::. 

Aut(AjC) as groups. 

Let M be a module (i. e. additive abelian group). Put A=Endz (M) 

(the ring of all enclomorphisms of l'vl), ancl let S, T be commutor subrings of 
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A. Let a, T be ring isomorphisms from T* to S大 where T* = Endz (TM). 

s M may be considered as a left T*-module byσWe denote this by 

T'(σ， λ1). Then, for a in A , a is a left T九homomorphism from T伊， M) to 

T.(T, M) if and only if a ・ σ(げ)m= τ(げ)am for any げε T* and any mE M 

(i. e.αETJ.). Therefore T'(σ， M)'-""T,M if and only if Jl ・ lJq=S and lJq'Jl 

= T , or equivalently, AAuaf.'-"" AAT•. However, if s ,M ,-...,sS* and T,M'-""T'T* 

then :1" (σ ， M)'-""T'(σ， S*)竺 T'T* ,-..., T.M, and so T'(σ， M)'-""rM. Thus we have 

proved the following 

Theorem 1. 5. Let 1¥11 be a module, and put A = End (M). Let S~ T 

be commutor subrings of A. Then @(SjT)竺 {σε Aut(T*jS*)!T'(σ， M)'-""T ,M} 
as groups. In particular, if r JtI'-""T.T* , then @(SjT)-:::::.Aut(T*jS*) ω groups. 

We conclude this section with the following 

Proposition 1. 6. Let A~S be rings, and T a ring homomoゅんlsm

jシom S ω A. Then the following conditions a問 equivalent : 

(i) AAδSい!，いAAu仏守S
(日11り) τ i“s a momom01φアん1.ゐ~sm， aωnd AAu仏4ムT一， T(め刈!AAT(耐梢(ω∞S的).

Proof. (ii) 今 (i) From AAuT-'T(S)!AA(的 we obtain AAs竺 AAuT '- ，⑧州 T(S)UTS

!AA⑧τ(S)T (S) UTS-:::::. AAuTs. (i) 今 (ii) If r(s) = 0 for s in S , then AAs! AAuTs means 
that As=O. Hence s=O. To be easily seen, lJ'=T- ,J1 and TJ1=1よ 1・

Therefore, 1 E lJT• TJl = T - ， J1 ・ 1よ " and hence AAuT -，刑)!AA，(的・

~ 2. Centralizer of Frobenius extensions. 

Let σbe a ring homomorphism from S to R. Then R may be considｭ

ered as a left S , right S-module by σ RjS is called a Frobenius extension, 
if Rs!ん and R竺Hom(R品 Ss) as left S , right R-modules (cf. Kasch [14]). 

If RjS is Frobenius, then there are h: sRò~sSs， and ri, l;ER(i=l , "', n) 
such that x== I:i ri ・ h(liX) =I:i h(xr・'i)li for all x in R , and conversely (cf. 
Onodera [23]). In this case, h is called a Frobenius homomorphism, and is 
characterized as the image of 1 under an S-R-isomorphism R-:::::.Hom (Rs, Ss). 

The proof of the following lemma is evident. 

Lemma 2. 1. Let Rj S be a ring extension, and R' a ring. Let M be 
a left R', right R-module. 

( 1川) En町凶dz (R 
f(m)汁川fめ) (同mε M， r何εR民).

( 2幻) En凶}C叶dz (R ，Ms)ごHom叫Z (R，MιR， R,Homz (ぽRs.品，M，司d山R) b.りy the mαρJρtJi的η!g fl • 

(川7ηmわZ戸→イ(r→f刀{mr;附fκ列)). T，η'he i仇nvぽJers

(いrnελ1). . 
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The proof of the following is easily checked. 

Lemma 2. 2. Let Rj S be α Frobenius extension ωith (h , ri, li) (i. e. 

x= 戸。 h(xri) l.i = L; i ri ・ h(l戸) for all x in R), and let R' be a r・ing. Let 

M be α left R', right S-module. Then Homz(Rs, Ms)竺M③sR as left R', 
right R・modules， by the mapping f!→むf(η) ③li' The inverse of this 

mapping is the maPlうzng m⑧f→(x→m ・ h(rx)) (mEM, r, xER). 
Corol1ary. Under the same not，μtions and assuηψtions， we have an 

zsomoゅんism Endz (R，!l1s) 竺 Hom(wl'vfJh R,M ( SRR), f→(m→Z乞f(mri) ⑧li)'

Proof. This follows from Lemma 2. 1 (2) and Lemma 2. 2. 

Proposition 2.3. Let RjS be a Frobenius extension with (h , ri, ló), 
and let M be a 1ゲì R', right R-module. 

(1) R，M③SRRIR，MR ザ and only if there a陀 Jj， gj (j= 1, … , t) in 

Endr (R ,Ms) such that L;j (mfj ・ x)gj=m.h(x) for any mEM and any xER. 

(2) R,/l.1RIR,M@sRR if and only if there is a left R', ri幼tSィndomor

ρhism k of M such that L;i (m叫ん li= m for all m in ivf. 

Proof By Lemma 2.1 and Cor. to Lemma 2.2, R,l'v1( SRRI R,}\lfR is 
equivalent to that there are Jj, gj in Endr(R,}I{.,.) such that L; i,j (mfj ・ ri)り③ん
=m( 1 in M ( sR for all m in M. By making use of the inverse of 

the isomorphism in Lemma 2. 2, the above equality is equivalent to that 

L;j (mfj ・ x)札=m ・ h(x) for any mE /1.1 and any xε R. Similarly we can prove (2). 

Proposition 2.4. Let both AjR and RjS be ring extensions, and 
assume that RjS is a Frobenius extension ωith (h， 九 l;).

( 1) AA③点RIAAR (げ: Hirata [10]) ザ and only if there are j~， gj in 

VA(S) such that L;jfj.x.gj=h(x) for all x in R， 日here x is the image of 

x in A. (Note that the latter is right央β symmetric.) 

(2) AARIAA ( SRR zf and only if there is an element k in V A (S) such 

that L: i r'tkli = 1. 

Proof Put M=R'=A in Prop. 2.3 

Remark 1. In the above Corollary, let α:S→R and :゚ R • A , and 
assume that AA@sRRIAAR. Then, if (゚x)=O for .1: in R , then ßαh(x)=O， 

because 0= L; j Jj .ß(.x)gj=ßαん (x). h is def�ed by h(ß(x))=ßαh(x) (xER). 

Then, to be easily seen，戸 (R)jßα (S) is a Frobenius extension with (え ß(rz)，
ß(lJ), and AA⑧μ(s) ゚  (R)゚(R) IAAß(R)・ Further， if AARIAA③ぷR then AA゚(R) I 
AA⑧μ(S) ゚  (R);;(R) holds. 

Remar.ん 2. In Prop. 2. 3, we put R' ニ== the ring of integers and A = 

Endr (M). And assume that both R and S are subrings of A. Then, by 
Prop. 2. 3 and Prop. 2. 4, M ( SRR I MR if and only if AA( SRRIAAR. Simiｭ

larly, MRIM( SRR if and only if AARIAA@sRR' 
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Remark 3. Let RjS be a ring extension, and M a right R-module. 

Assume that RR川IR and MsISs. Then M③SRRIS⑧SRR:::.RRIMR ・ Thus
M ( SRRIMR (cf. [18]). 

Lemma 2. 5. Let R d S be a Frobenius extension with (h， 九 lt) ， and 
let RdS be subrings of R such that 8dS. Assume that h(R)�;S and 

that r i , l.ER for all i. Then RjS is a Frobenius extension, and R=R( s8 
=SQ9sR. The肉声re， if S=8, then R=R. 1f R=R and sSjsR, then S=8. 

Proof The canonical homomorphism R ( l}• R , r⑧51→付 is an isoｭ

morphism with the inverse mapping 1'1• L:. r. ( h(l/f). The remainder will 

be easily seen. 

Let A be a ring. In the sequel, for any subring R of A , Rネ means

the centralizer of R in A. Let RdS be subrings of A such that RjS is 

a Frobenius extension with (h, r., lt), and assume that AA⑧SRRIAAR・ Then，

by Prop. 2.4, there are aj, bj in S* such that L:j ajxbj=h(x) for all x in 

R. Now, RQ9sR:::.Homz (Rs, Rs) as R-R-modules, by the correspondence 
xQ9ν→xhν(cf. Onodera [23]). Since the image of L:. r.③ん is 1, we know 

that L:. xr. ( l.= I;. r. ( l.x for all x in R. Therefore, for any s計* in S*大, 
L: .xr，η'.s*吋l包=I; 包 fη'iS '>ダ》暗吋i

=h*引(s*竹). Then h* is an R九R*-homomorphism from S* to R*. Further, 
I;j h*(s*向)bj .= L:i,J r.s*ajl�j = L:. r ;,s*.h(lt) = L:i r..h(l.)s* = s*. Similarly, 
we obtain L: jaj ・ h*(bjs*)=s*. Hence S*jR* is a Frobenius extension with 

仏大 aj， bj) such that AA0R,S*s.I AA s' , Thus we have proved the main part 

of the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.6. Let A be a ring, and RdS subrings of A such that 

RjS is a Frobenius extension with (h, re, l.), and assume that AAQ9sRRIλAR. 

Let aj, bj be elements in S* such that L:j ajxbj=h(x) for all x in R， 切here

S* is the centralizer of S in A. Then S*jR* is a Frobenius extension 

with (h* , aj, hj) such that AA③R' s'ふ IAAs ， where h*(s*)= L: i ηs* l. (s* E S*). 
1n this αlse the following hold. 

(1) AARIAA( SRR is equivalent to R.R* I R'S* , 

(2) 1f RRRIRR( SRR (i. e. RjS is sφarable) then R.R~， IR，Sk'. 

( 3) 1f sSslsRs then sSふ18'S*③R's'ぶ
( 4) 1f RRQ9sRRIRRR (i. e. RjS is H・5φarable) then R.S~.IR.R~.. 

(5) 1f sRslsSs then sS*⑧R，S;.ls s'ぷ

( 6) 1f sSlsR then AAs.IAA( R*SZ*. 

Proof It remains to prove (1),…, (6). (1) AARIAA( SRR is equivalent 

to that h* (s*) = 1 for some s* in S*. And the latter is equivalent to that 

R,R* is a direct summand of R'S* , (2) RRRIRR( SRR is equivalent to that 
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L; i ricl; = 1 for sorne c in R 円 S*. Then the rnapping S*I→ん*(s*c) frorn S* 

to R* is an R*-Rたhornornorphisrn such that h*(r*c)=げ for all r* in R*. 

(3) sSslsRs is equivalent to that (L;jajcbj=)h(c)=l for sorne c in RnS*. 

Then s,St , I s'S* Q9 IrSふ， because cε RnS* ç:; R**ns*. (4) RR ( SRRIRRR is 

equivalent to that aj , bj can be taken in R n S*. Then, as R n S* �:;R** n S* , 
we know I/S;-"I R,R Jc" because s*= L;j h*(s*aj)bj for all s* in S*. (5) sRslsS~ 

is equivalent to that η， li can be taken in R n S大 because Hornz (sR品 sSs)= 

h ・ (Rn S*) and Hornz (sSs, sRs) 竺Rn S* canonically. Therefore s S*③R'Sユ 1

s'Sふ， because RnS*�:;R**ns*. (6) If sSlsR then h(α)= 1 for sorne aER. 

Then, since h (α)= L;j ajab j, we know AAsキ IAA③R'Sふ (Prop. 2. 4 (2)). 

Corollary. Let A be α ring， C its center, and R a commutor subring 

of A containing C. Put R* = the centralizer of R in A. Then thc 

following arc equivalent: 

(i) R/C is a Frobenius extension such that AA ( (RRIAA R. 
(ii) A/R* is a Frobenius extension such that AA③R，AAIAAA ・

Rcmark. Let A:2 T:2 R :2 S be rings such that AA ( SRRIAAR and 

AA Q9 111'r 1.1Tr ・ Then AA⑧ 
Let Rミ/S be a Froben凶1吋ius extension with (仇h， rη乞仰， lj山J Then , ID: R 竺

Hornl (R" S8) , XI• hx, as left S , right R-rnodules. For f in Hornl (R吊 SS)

and a in VI/(S) (the centralizer of S in R), we defﾌne (af) (x)= f(x.α) (xε R). 

Then Horn (R.", Ss) is a left VR(S)-rnodule. In this sense, ID is a left S , V]l 

(S) , right R-isornorphisrn if and only if h(ax)= h(xa) for any a in V R(S) 

and any x in R. Noting these facts, the proof of the following is virtually 

the sarne as that in OnoJera [23]. 

Proposition 2.7. For a ring extension R/S, the folloωing are equivaｭ

lent: 

(i) R8ISs, and R竺 Horn(R品 S8) as left S , V ]l (S) , right R-modules. 
(ii) There α陀ん恥 s点R8→sSs， r，η包，;， li ε R(収i=l ， .…….一.'， 刀刈) s抑μch t.抗lんZωtαat h以(xaα叫)=h(何ax判) 

Gω仰nd x= L;i ん (何Xl汀n町rη;叫包';)

If a ring extension R/ S sa抗tiおs五e白s (i) we call R/S a s可yrnrnetric extension. 

Note that a Frobenius extension R/S such that V R(S)=the center of R is 

a syrnrnetnc extenSlOn. 

Theorem 2.8. 1n Th. 2.6, if S=S** , and R/S is a symmetric extenｭ

sion, then S* / R* i・'s also a symmetric extension. 

P，ωf In the proof of Th. 2.6, we rnay assurne that L;j ajxabj= 

:Ej a゚ xbj for any x in R and any a in V R(S). Then, as is easily seen, 
:Ei 1・'ihali= :E包r;ahlψ =(x→xa) (xER) for any a in VR(S). Hence L;i 1三②ali
= :E iηα③li (ε RQ9sR) for any a in V R(S), because R③sR竺 Hornl (R品 Rs)，
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by the mapping x ( y:• xhy. Consequently, for any s* in S*, h*(s*α)= 

:E iηs*αli = L:i rias*l包 =h* (as*). Since V s.(R*) = V R(S), S* / R* is a symmetric 

extenslOn. 

Lemma 2.9. Let R/S be a Frobenius extension, and M a rゴght

R-module such that M②SRRIMR・ Put A = Endr (M), and let R and S be 
the images of R and S in A , re，学ectively. Then 長/S is a Frobenius 

extension, and M③:sRR竺M③SRR canonically. Thenそfore M ( :s R i< IMi<' 

Proof If Mr=O for r in R , then M ( r=O, and so A1.h(め =0. Then, 
as in Remark 1 to Prop. 2.4, we can prove that R/S is a Frobenius extenｭ

sion. By 正， we denote the image of x in A. Then the mapping (m， 正)→

m ( x from Mx 長 to M ( sR is well defined. Because, if 正=瓦 then 正士ν
=0, and so A1( (x-y)=O , so that m③x=m⑧νin M ( sR for any m in 

M. Then the remainder is obvious. 

Theorem 2. 10. Let R/ S be Frobenius, and β1 a right R幽module such 

that M駟9sRRI MR. Put Endr (MR)=R* and Endr (Ms)=S*. Then S*/R* 

is a Frobenius extension such that M③R'Sふ IMs.. 1f both S ωld R are 

subrings of Endr (M), Endr (Ms.)=S, and R/S is a symmetric extension, 
then S* / R* is also a symmetric extension. 

Proof Put Endr (M) = A. Then, by Lemma 2. 9, we may assume that 

both S and R are subrings of A. Then, by Remark 2 to Prop. 2. 4 and 

Th. 2.6, M@sRRIMR 二:>AA ⑧SRRIAAR 二:> AA ③ R'Sふ IAAS' 二~M⑧ R*S;ペ川ふ.
The part concerning symmetric extensions follows at once from Th. 2. 8. 

Next we consider crossed products. Let G be a group, and let Q三A
be rings, and C the center of A. Let U be a group homomorphism from 

G to @(Q/A). If Q= L: qW ( Uq (direct sum) then we call (ρ/ A , U) a generｭ

alized crosse，正i product of A with G. (Note that our de五nition is more 

general than that in Kanzaki [13].) Then each Uq induces a ring 

automorphism of C. We denote this by σ， too. F or any subgroup H of 

G, we set ぴ={cεCIτ (c)=c for all r in H}. Assume that (G: H)< ∞， and 

let G=σlHU"'UσrH be the coset decomposition of G. Then the mapping 

c'• tG:H(c) = L:包糾 (c) from CH to CG is a CG-CG-homomorphism, and is indeｭ

pendent of the choice of σb ・・・， σ7 ・

Theorem 2. 11. Let Q / A = :E q岬EBUq be a generalized crossed product 

of A with G. 

( 1) Let H be a subgroup of G such that (G: H) <∞ ， and put QI1= 

:E 'EHEB U,. Then U / Q H is a Frobenius extension. Q / Q H is sφarable if and 

only ザ tG:H(c) = 1 for some c in CH. 

(2) Let N be a normal subgroup, and put QN= L: PENEBUp • Then Q/QN 
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is a generalized crossed product of {}N with G/N 

Proof (1) Let G=σlHU … U σrH be the coset decomposition of G. 

For any x= L:吐e X.(ιε U.) in {}, we def�e h(x)= L:,EHX,. Then h is eviｭ

dently an {}.n-{}El-homomorphism from {} to {}H' For anyσi> 1 is wri tten 

as 1 = L:t xj，.Yj ，i(Xj ，正 U.j ， Yj ,tE U'-j'). Then L:j L:. h(xxj,t)Yj ,. = L:j L:. L:.Eeh 

(X.xj,i)Yj,i = L:j L:t L:，~ElX吋'Xj， iYj， i = L:j L:，"HX寸， = x. Similarly, L:j L:i Xj ,i. 
h(Yj ,iX)=X for al1 X in {}. Thus {}/{}H is a Frobenius extension with 

(h, Xj,t , Yj,t). Therefore {}/{}El is separable if and only if L: j,iXj,tXYj,i= 1 for 

some X in V{}({}H)' 1n this case, let x= L:.伺 Zσ(ιε U.). Then XEV{}({}H) 

implies X1ECH, and te:H (判)=1 is easily seen. Thus we have proved (1). 

(2) Let G= U 則的N be the coset decomposition of G with respect to a norｭ

mal subgroup N. For any subset S of G, we set {}8 = L: .~sU.. Then {}= 

L:, EB{}.,N' and {}.N{},N={}"N for anyσ， r: in G. Thus we have proved (2). 

Corollary. Let {}/A= .E'EGEBU. be a generalized crossed product of 

A with a finite groulう G. Then {} / A is a Frobenius extension. {} / A is 

sφarable if and only if L:.Ee a(c)= 1 for some c in C. 

Let A be a ring, and R'd.S subrings of A with AA C8lRRIAAR・ For

any subring T of A , we denote the centralizer of T in A by T*. Then, 
by Th. 2.6, if R/S is Frobenius, then so is S*/Rて and AA C8lR'S.ふ IAAS'
Now, let R/S= L:.日 EBU. be a generalized crossed product of A with a f�ite 

group G. Then each U. induces an automorphism of S*. This def�es 

a group homomorphism from G to Aut(S*/R*), and we obtain a G-ring S*. 

Since the projection to S is a Frobenius homomorphism of R/S, by assumpｭ
tion, there are a j, bj in S* such that L:jaj(L:.EGz.) bj=Zl for any z.E U. 

(σε G). Then, L:j aj ・ a(bj)=ch，. for anyσin G. Since S*a= VA(R)=R大

this means that S*/R* is a G-Galois extension. By Th. 2.6(1), R'S* is 

a generator if and only if AARIAA ( SRR' 
Next we assume that R/S is a G-Galois extension. Then, since RRRI 

RR ( SRR' we have AARIAA ( SRR' so that AAR....... AA ( SRR' Hence, by the 
proof of Th. 1. 4， λAu.R....... AAR for al1 σin G. Thus .J1ε @(S*/R*). Put 

，J1 = 以. Then R*= U1� L:ω U.çS*， and U.U,= U". By hypothesis, there 
are a j, bj in R such that L:j aj ・ σ (bj)=Òl ，. (σε G). Let z= L: 'EaZ.(Z.ε U.) be 
any element of L: σ伺U.. Then L:j r:(aj) (L:'EaZ.) bj= L:j L:.日 r: (aj) σ (bj)z.= ぇ.
Hence L: σω U.= L:.ωEB U.. Put L:.回 U.= Sd. Then, for any X in R , we 
have x= L:j te(xaj) bj= L:j aj ・ ta(bjx)， so that R/S is a Frobenius extension 

with (ta, aj, bj). For anyσin G, 1 is written as 1 = L:t X.,iY',i(X. ,., E U., Y. ,i 
ε U.- ，). Then, for any X in R , te(X) = L: ..óx，σ iXY..i' Let h be an R*-R*ｭ

homomorphism from S* to R* de五ned by h(s*)= L:ja〆~b j' Then both 
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S*jR* and S;;R* are Frobenius extensions with (h, Xu.i> YU.i), so that S*=So* 
(Lemma 2. 5). Hence S* j R* = .L; U日EÐUu is a generalized crossed product. 

Noting Th. 1. 4 we have the following 

Theorem 2.12. Let A be a ring, and R-:;;;2S subrings of A such that 

AA ( SRRIAAR' and let G be a finite group. We set S*= VA(S) and R* 

=VA(R). 

( 1) 1f RjS is a generalized crossed product of S with G, then S*jR* 
is a G-Galois extension. 1n this case, R'S* is a genera如r if and only if 
AARIAA⑧SRR ・

(2) 1f RjS is a G-Galois extension, then S*jR* is a generalized 

crossed product with G. Further, if sR is a genera白r then AAs, I AA⑧R*S;~. 

Therefo l'e, if S** = S and R** = R then that Rj S is G-Galois is equivaｭ

lent to that S*jR* is a generalized crossed product. 1n this case, let {U} be 
the set 0 f all monomoゅんisms U: G→也(S*jR*) such that S*= .L; 'EGEÐU., 
and {u} the set 0 f all monom07アhisms u: G• Aut(RjS) such that RjS 
is G-Galois. Then there are a grou，ρ xsomoゅhism @(S*jR*)-::::.Aut(RjS), 
X!→σ\" and a bxjection U • u 斤'om {U} to {u} such that the diagram 

打プ。(S*j R*) is commutative. 

Gi;l 
品、斗Aut(RjS)

Corollary 1. Let A be a ring, and C iお center， and let G be a finite 

group. Let R be a COJηmu初r subring of A such that R-:;;;2C. Then the 

folloωzng a陀 equivalent:

(i) RjC is a Frobenius extension such that AA③CRRIAAR ・

(ii) Aj R* is a Frobenius extension such that AA( R,AAIAAA-

1n this case the following hold: 

( 1) RjC is G-Galois if and only if AjR* is a generalized crossed 

product of R* with G. 

(2) RjC is a generalized crossed product of C 叩ith G if and only 

ザ AjR* is G-Galois. 

Corollary 2. (ぷ [6] [8] [12]) Let A be a ring, and C iぉ center. Let 

G be a finite grou，ρ Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) AjC is a G-Galois extension. 

(ii) AjC is s.φarable， and is a generαlized crossed product of C with G. 

(iii) AjC is a generalized crossed product with G, and a Frobenius 

homomoゅんism of AjC is given by a member of A ( cAoP. 
(iv) AjC is a generalized crossed ρroduct with G, and (G: 1) 1 is a 
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unit of C. 
Proof (i) 今 (ii) In this case, as is well known, A/C is separable, and 

A/C is a generalized crossed product of C with G (Th. 2.12). The impliｭ

cation (ii) 今(i) follows at once from Th. 2. 12. By Cor. to Th. 2. 11, 
(ii)�(iv). (ii) 一一:).(iii) is obvious, and (iii) 今(i) follows from Th. 2. 12 and 
Prop. 2.4. 

Corollary 3. Let A be a ring, and C iぉ center， and let G be a finite 

groψ. Let B be a commutati'i.'e subring of A such that V A (B) = B. Then 

the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) A/B is a finite G-Galois extension, and AA0BAAI AAA ・

(ii) B/C is a genealized crossed product with G, and AA⑧CBBIAAR ・

Corollary 4. With the same notations and assumptions as in Cor. 3, 
the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) A/ B is a generalized crossed product of B with G, and AA ( RAAIAAk 
(ii) B/C is a finite G-Galois extension, and AA0cBBIAAR ・

(iii) A/C is s，φarable， and B/C is a finite G-Galois extension. 

(iv) A/C is sφarable， A/B is a generalized crossed product of B with 

G, and AARIAA③CBR ・

Proof (i)白(ii) follows at once from Cor. 1. (ii) 二:).(iii) Since cCl cB, 
we have AAAIAA0BAA by Th. 2.6(3). Therefore both A/B and B/C are 

separable, and hence A/C is separable. (iii)今(ii) Since B/C is separable, 
AcICc implies that ARIBR' and so BRIAR' because B is commutative. Then 

AA0cBRIAA⑧c.Lむ IAAB ・ Hence AA( CBBIAAB' ((i)日(ii)亡命) (iii) 二:).(iv) As 

BBRI RB0(゚ B , we obtain AARIAA⑧CBB ・ (iv) 二:).(i) Since AABIAA( CBR' we 

have AA⑧BAAIAA⑧cB0RAA竺AA③CAAIAAA ・ Hence AA( BAAIAAA' This 
completes the proof. 

Theorem 2. 13. Let R~S be rings such that R/S is a Frobenius 

extension, and let M be a non-zero right R-module such that M ( SRRIMR' 
Let G be a finite group. Put S*=Endr (Ms) and R*=En~ (MR). 

(i) lf R/S is a G-Galois extension, then S*/R* is a generalized crossed 

product of R* with G. 

( 2) lf R/ S is a generalized crossed product of S 切th G, then S*/R* 
is a G-Galois extension. 

Proof We set Endr (M)=A (the ring of all endomorphisms of M) , 
and let 10 be the ring homomorphism from R to A such that u.(吋 =ur for 

any uE M and any rε R. Then, by Lemma 2. 9, M③.(め10 (R)R竺M③SRR

canonically. Put ~=Ker 10. (1) If a is in A , then Ma=O, and so M⑧α 

= 0, because M③SRRIMR ・ Then， for anyσin G, M0a.(a)=0, so that 
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M・σ (a)=O. Hence σ(羽)三割 for all aEG. Therefore cp(R)jcp(R)G is a Gｭ

Galois extension, canonically (cf. [16; Th. 5.6]). Now there are aj, bj in R 

such that I;j aj・叫ん)=01 ，σ(σε G). Let r be an element of R with cp(r)匂o(R)G. 

Then m・σ (r) = mr for any m in M , and so m③r=m③ I;.I; j σ (raj) bj= I;j 

m I; .σ (raj)⑧bj= I;jmr. I; .σ(向)⑧bj =I;j mr⑧むσ(aj) bj=mr( 1 in M ( sR. 
From this fact we can see that M0~(R)Gcp(R)R-:::::.M⑧判的少 (R)R canonically. 

Therefore, if we set Endr (M~(R)ヲ)=S~ ， then S~ ç二S*， and R*jS'd is a generｭ

alized crossed product of S~ with G. It remains to prove that S'd =S*. 

Let f be in S*. Then f(m) ( r=f(mr) ( 1, and so f(m) タ (r)=f(m)r= f(mr) 

= f(m'cp(r)) for any mEM and any cp(r)句(R)G. Thus S~ =S*, as required. 
(2) Let RjS= I;.w EB U. be a generalized crossed product of S with G. Let 

x= I;. x. (X.E U.) be in 寝 Then Mx= 0 implies M ( x=O in M0sR. 

Since M ( sR= I; .EGEB日f⑧sU.)， we have M0x.=0 for anyσin G. Hence 

Mι=0 for all σin G. Thus ~= I;，eGEB(割 n U.). As is well known, each 
呪 n U. is written as 九U. with an ideal α. of S. Then, to be easily seen, 
α.=Ans (=α1) for all σin G. Thus ~=(~nS)R. Similarly ~=R(~nS). 

Then we can easily check that cp(R)jcp(S)= I;σ刊少 (U.) is a generalized crossed 

product of cp(S) with G. By Lemma 2.9, M⑧~(s，タ (R)ψ(R)IM~(R)' and hence 

S*jR* is a G-Galois extension (Th. 2. 12). 

~ 3. Equivalence relation concerning the 

ring homomorphisms. 

Lemma 3. 1. Let both f: B • A and f': B'• A' be ring homomorｭ
phisms, and let both BNB, , and AMA' be Morita modules. Let cp be a l，ψ 

B , right B'-homomoゆhism j示。例 N ω M such that A⑧BN-:::::.M ω left A , 
right B' -rnodules, by the corre.ゆoncence a⑧n'→α ・ cp(n). Then the following 

hold. 

( 1) N&h ,A' -:::::..M as left B , r，留ht A' -modules, by the corre.ゆondence

n0a':• cp(n)a'. 
( 2) Homr (BN, BB) ( BA-:::::.Homr (AM, AA) as left B', right A・modules，

by the con私~pondence f⑧a:→(x ・ cp(n)→x.nt.a) (fEHom ,. (BN, BB), a, xEA, 
nEN). Sirnilarly A' ( B,Homt (NB" B~，)-:::::.Homt 仰~" A~，) as l，ψ A'， r~妙t

B-modules. 

( 3) The following diagram is cornmutative: 

Homr (BN, HB) 三→ Homl(NB" Bら，)， where α， ﾟ are canonical 

日1 B パ
HomパAM， A)ニ→ Homl 仰~" A~，) 

zsomorア胎ms (ザ: [18] 01' [21])， 日 (g)=(a ・ cp(n)→a.nY) (gEHomr (HN, BB), aEA, 
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nEN), and (jJ (σ ')=(ço(n) α'→イ (n)a') (σ'εHom[ (NB" B~，)， nEN, a'EA'). 
(4) Ker 10 = (Ker f).N=N.Ker f'. Therefore Ker f=O , Ker 1' =0, 

and Ker 10 = 0 are equivalent conditions. In this case, by identijication, 
B={αEAIαNçN}. 

Proof (1) There hold N⑧B，A'竺N⑧B，Hom(AM， AM)==.N( wHom (AA 

( BN, AM)竺N⑧B，Homr (RN, BHomr(AA, AM))竺N③B，Homr (BN, BM)==.N0B' 
Homr (RN, BB)③BM竺M as left B , right A'-modules. To follow the above 

sequence of isomorphisms, we take h: RN• BB and njεN such that I:i nfi.nj 

=n for all nεN. Then, for any no ( a' in N0R ,A', no0a'l• no0(m• ma') 
(mEM) ,• llo0 (a ( n• a.ço(n)a') (ぽA， nEN}→no0(n→(α→a.ço(n)a'))i→no③ (n→ 

ヂ (n)a')i→ I: i no0h⑧タ (nJa'l→2 ぅ (nρ .ni) a' = 10 (no) α， (2) Homr (BN, BB) ( BA==. 

Homr (BN, BB) ( RHomr (BB, BA)==.Homr (BN, BA)竺HomパBN， BHomr (AA , AA)) 
ごHomγ (AA③BN， AA)竺Homr (AM, AA) as left B', right A-module. If we 

follow the above sequence of isomorphisms we obtain the required one. 

(3) is easily checked. In fact, for anyσin Hom,. (BN, BB)， α(σ)=(n→(nl→ 

(n1)σ .n)) (n , nEN). (4) Since 輟(Ker f)N)=(Ker f)ço(N)=O , we have (Ker f) 

N蹶er 10. On the other hand, Ker 10 is written as Ker 10=αN with an 

ideal αof B. Then O=ço(αN)=α .10 (N) means 0 =α ・ 10(N)A' =αM. Thus 

αçKer f To prove the latter haH, let aN躁  for a in A. Then there 

is an element b in B such that an = bn for all n in N. Then 0 = (α-b)NA' 

=(α-b)M， and soα =b. 

Let both Aj B and A' j B' be ring extensions. If there are Morita modules 
AMA' and BNB, such that A ( BN==.M as left A , right B'-modules, we write 

Aj B ,........ A' j B'. In this case, let σ :A⑧NこM as left A , right B'-modules 
and let 10 be the B-B'-homomorphism from N to M defined by ço(n)=(1 ( n) 

(n ε N). Then σ (a③n)= α ・ σ(10n) =α .cp(n) (αεA， nEN), and so N ( B,A'==.M 
as left B , right A'-modules, n0a' ,• 10 (n) α， σ(1⑧ n)a'， by Lemma 3.1. 

Proposition 3. 2. ,........ is an equivalence r・-elation.

Proof By Lemma 3. 1 (2) ,,........is symmetric, because both B,Homr (BN, BB)B 
and A,Hom (AM, AA) are Morita modules. Therefore, it remains to prove 

tl国，........ is transitive. Let AjB,........A'jB' and A'jB' ,........A"jB" by (RNR" AMA,) and 
(B'N~" ， A ，M~，，)， respectively. Then, A ( BN0B,N'==.M( B,N'==.M( A,A' ( B'N' 
==.M( A,M' as left A , right B' -modules. Thus Aj B ,........ A" j B" by (nN( R,NB" , 
AM⑧A'J\，ι" ). 

Remark 1. Let both A and A' be rings. Then, idA ,........idA, if and only 

if there is a Morita module AMA,. 

Remark 2. Let f: B • A and f': B'• A' be ring homomorphisms, and 
let σ : B'• B and T: A'• A be ring isomorphism~ rendering the diagram 
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Bl• .1' commutative. Then AA⑧BBuq戸AAIω ， a@buq ,• a. f(b)u , 

σ1 f ,1 
B ーニー令 A

(aεA， bεB). Thus f-'f'. 

Let A:2 B be rings. By 抗 (AjB)， we denote the lattice of all B-B-subｭ

modules of A. Then 抗 (AjB) is a semi-group with respect to multiplication. 

And B is the identity, and {O} is the zero element of a semi-group 抗 (AjB).

Proposition 3.3. Let A:2B and A'三B' be rings, and let AMA'三BNB，

be Morita modules such that M = A ( BN=N( B,A'. Then the folloτ:ving 

hold. 

(10 There is a lattice and a se明i-group isomoゅhβm 況(AjB) c::::. 抗 (A'jB')，

X,• X' such that XN=NX'. This induces a group isomorphism @(AjB)竺
@(A'jB'). 

( 2 ) Under the above isomoφhism， the set of all intermediate rings 

of AjB and the set of all intermediate rings of A' jB' corre，学ond め each

other. 1f T付T' then AjT,.....,A'jT' and TjB ,....., T'jB'. 
( 3 ) Under the above isomoゆhism， the set of all B聞T-submodules of 

A and the set of all B'司T'-submodules of A' corre学ond to each other. 

Let BY_r村B' Y~，. Then YT is right invertible in A if and only if so is 
Y~， in A'. 

( 4 ) There is a ring isomoφhism V A (B) c::::. V A' (B') , and 抗is induces 

VA(A) c::::. VA ,(A') and V B(B)c::::.V B,(B'). 
(5) Under the corre，学ondence in (2), B. V A (B)←必'・VA， (B')， and VA(VA 

(B))付VA， (VA ， (B')).

Proof (l)Since BNB, is a Morita module, the mapping X B• X ( BNB, 

is a bijection from the set of all right B-submodules of A to the set of 

all right B' -submodules of M , and this induces a bijection from the set 

of all B-B-submodules of A to the setof all B-B'-submodules of M. The 

remainder is obvious. (2) For a B-B-submodule T of A , T is an interｭ

mediate ring of AjB if and only if T:2B and T.T=T. Thus the 五rst

half is evident. To prove the latter half, it su伍ces to prove that TTNト=

NT' is a Morita module. Evidently TTN,.....,TT. Put T"=Endr(TTN). Then 

T'çTぺ However， TN=N( B' T" by Lemma 3. 1 (1), and so N ,( B, (T"jT') 
=0. Thus T"jT'=O, that is, T"=T'. (3) Let X付X' under the correspondｭ

ence in (1). If XT=X then NX'=XN=XTN=XNT'=NX'T'. Hence 

X' = X'T'. This prove the 五rst half. The remainder is easily seen. (4) Let 

c be in V A (B). Then the mapping a ( n • ac( n is a left A , right B'-endo・

morphism of M , and hence there is a unique c' E V A' (B') such that ac( n= 
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(α⑧n)c' for any aEA and any nEN Then the mapping c,• c' is evidently 

a ring isomorphism from V A (B) to V A' (B午 Evidently this induces a ring 

isomorphism VB(B)-::::::.VB, (B') (cf. Lemma 3.1(4)). If c is in VA(A), then 

can= acn =αnc' for any aEA and any nEN, so that cm=mc' for any m in 

M. Thus, as is we11 known, VA(A)竺 VÆ ， (A'). (5) By making use of (4), 
VA(B)BN=VA(B)N=NVﾆ (B')=NB'VA, (A'). Thus VA(B)B付VA， (B沼， Let 

VA (VA (B)) f--+ T' , and let t' be in T'. For any n in N , ntぞ VA(VÆ(B)) N， and 

hence nt' is written as nt' = I:i aini (α正 VA(VA(B)) N， niEN). Then, for any 
c' in VA , (B') , (nt')c'= L;i ainic'= L; 包的cni=c I:包 atnt=c(nt')=nc't'， where c• c' 
under the isomorphism in (4). Thus O=AN(tγ-cγ)=M(tγ -c't'). Hence 

tγ=cγfor a11 c' in V A' (B'), that is, t'εV A' (V A' (B')). This completes the 

proof. 

From Prop. 3. 3, we obtain at once the fo11owing 

Theorem 3.4. Let A:2B and A':2B' be rings such that AjB,..._. A'jB', 
and let G be a grozφ Let {U} be the set 'Of all m'On'Om'Oゅんlsms 斤om G 

t'O @(AjB) such that A=  I:唯GEBUa， ωzd {U'} the set 'Of all m'On'Om'Oゅんlsms

斤'Om G t'O @(A'jB') such that A'= L; a刊EBU;. Then there are a groψ 

ls'Om'Oゅんかn @(AjB)竺窃 (A'jB') ωzd a bijecti'On U • U' fr'Om {U} t'O {U'} 
such that the d山gram @(AjB) is c'Ommutative. 

U/プ

c く
U' "孔

@(A'jB') 

Let A:2B and A':2B' be rings such that AjB,..._.A'jB', and G a finite 

group. Let AMA' 二:2 BNB, be Morita modules such that M = A ( BN=N( H' A'. 
Assume that there is a group monomorphism u: G• Aut(AjB) such 

that AjB is a G-Galois extension, and set A=Endz (A.B). Then Endr (jA)竺B，

canonically. Since M = A ( BN, M may be considered as a left A-module. 

If �=O for � in A, then O=ò(A)NA'=ò(A)M=O, and so �=O. Therefore 

jM is faithful. If f is in Endr (jM), then there is an element a' in A' such 
that mf = ma' for any m in M. Now, N三三 Homr(jA ， jA③BN)， n'→(α→α③n) 

(nε N， αε A)， because BNJBB, and Endr (jA)=B. Therefore 

Homr (.A Q9 nN，jA③HN)竺Homr (BN, BHomr (jA , jA⑧BN))竺Homr (BN, HN)竺 B'.

Hence Endr CM)-::::::.B' , canonica11y. MB， =A⑧BNB， JB⑧BNH ， 竺NB， JBら" and so 

MQ9B ，A~， JB'③B ，A~， 竺A~ ， 川1A ，. And A③HAAJB③ }lAAごAA ・ Applying Th. 

1. 5 to bothj!AMA'/B' and j/AAAIB' we obtain group isomorphisms @(11jA)ご
Aut(A'jB') and @(11jA)-::::::.Aut(iljB). Hence Ant(AjB)竺 Aut(A'jB'). Then 

Th. 2. 12 and Th. 2. 13 yields directly the following 
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Theorem 3. 5. Let A:2 B ωzd A':2B' be rings such that AjBI"A'jB', 
and let G be a finite gro~ρ Assume that AjB is a G-Galois extension. 

Then A' jB' is also a G-Galois extension. Further there are a group iso・

nWl]仙台m Aut (AjB)竺 Aut(A'jB') ωzd a bijection UI→u' 斤'om the set of all 

monlmoゅんisms u: G• Aut(AjB) such that AjB is G-Gαlois to the set of 

all monomoゅんisms u': G• Aut(A' j B') such that A' j B' is G-Galois rendering 

tlze diα~gr，αm Aut(AjB) commutative. 
u/ 
/ I G(  

"" I u"\ò. • 
Aut (A'jB') 

Remar・k. In fact the group isomorphism Aut(AjB)-:::::.Aut(A'jB')， σ→σF 

is the following: .L; i σ (xi)ni = .L;j 的・ σ'(x~) for any .L; ixini= .L; jUjX~ (xiEA , 
zjε A'， n口 ujEN) in M , where both BNB, çAMA, are Morita modules such 
that M=A ( sN=NêB,A'. 

The following lemma is easily checked. 

Lemma 3.6. Let AjT be a ring extension， 仰d let both AM ωzd AN 

be left A・modules such that AMIAN, and L a left T四module. Put End,. (AM) 
=Á4.大 Endr(AN)=A→ ， and Endr (rL) = T'. Let h: AM• AN and gi: AN• AM 
(i=l , …, n) be A-homomoゅんisms such that .L;乞 mfl"i=:m 戸r all mEM 

(1) Homr (rL, rN)êA十Homr (AN, AM)竺Homr (rL , rM), k ( g:• kg, as left 
T' , right A*-modules. The inverse of this isomoゅんism is the mapping 

lv→戸包 hh③め・
( 2) Homr (rL, rM)こHoml(HomパAM， AN)A+ , Hom,. (rL, rN)A+)' hl• (f• 

hf)(fEHomγ (AM， AN)), as left T', right A*-modules. Tlze inverse of lzis 

lsomoゅんism is tlze malゆing (ÞI→ .L; i ψメ 'g'i ・
( 3) Homr (AM, AN) ( A+Homr (rN , rL) 竺Homr (rM , rL ), jì②ん→fk， αs left 

A *, riglzt T'.modules. Tlze inverse of this isomoゅんism is tlze mapping 

hl→2 包 hêgilz .
( 4) Homr (rM, rL)竺Homr(A+HomパAN， AM), A+ Homγ (rN， rL)), Jv→(σ→ 

glz), as left A *，勾ht T'-modules. Tlze inverse of tlzis isomorμism is the 

maPlうzng $0'→.E包h ・ g~.

By Lemma 3.6(1) and (3), we obtain an isomorphism: 

Homγ (AM， AN) � A c Hom,. (rN, rL) ③r，Homγ (rL， rN )( A+ Homr (AN, AM)• 

Hom ,. (rM,rL) ( r ,Homr (rL , rM ), ji②長⑧長'③g→fk③k'g・ Putting rL = rN, we 

obtain the following 

Corol1ary 1. Under the same notations and assumptions as in Lerηma 
3. 6, Homr (ÆM, AN)⑧A+T十 êA+Homr (AN, AM)ご T*， fl( t+ ( g'• f.t r 'g, where 
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T = End ,. (rN) , and Endr (rM) = T*. 

Corollary 2. Under the same notations and assumptions as in Cor. 1, 
T@A斗Homr (AN, AM):::::: Homr (rN, r1\1), t ③σl→t ・ g， as 1げÌ; T' , right il*ｭ
modllles. Hom,. (AA1, AN) ( A • T :::::: Hom,. (r1\1, rN ), fl( t ' ,• f- t l , as 1げt il*, 

right T"-modules. 

Proof Put rL 士rN in Lemma ~1. 6. 

Proposition 3.7. For two ring extensio71s AjB ωzd il' jB' , the follow司

zng arで equivalent : 

( 1) iljB,-......il' jB,' and AB，-......BB ・

(2) For some B*jil*, there are Morita nwdules B'/A，MA/R ωzd R'/A，M~'/B" 

Proof (1) コ (2) In this case, B • il is a monomorphism. Put Endz (ilB) 

=L1. Then, by hypothesis, J/AAA/B is a Morita modules. Let BNB' be 

a Morita module such that End ,. (AA ( BN)jB'=il'jB'. Then J川生⑧BNA'/B' is 

a Morita module. (2) 今(1) By Cor. 2 to Lemma 3.6, il ( BHom (8'M , 8'M') 
竺Hom，. CI'M , A.M'), as left A , right B'-modules. As is well known, both 
RHom叫n叫1しγ (8'1'v1.叱叱，一， B，M')り)ルB' and AHOm (いA
AjB,-...... A'jB'. As AR ,-......MR ,-......BB , we have AB ,-......BB. 

Let both iljB and B*jA* be ring extensions. If there is a Morita 

module w/A,M A/B, then we write B*jil*口AjB. Note that AB ,-......BB, in this 
case. 

Proposition 3.8. 1f il' j B' ,-...... ilj B口B+j il'� tlzen il' j B'口B-jil 十.

Proof Let both A,MA and B,N B be Morita modules such that R,N@RAA 

:::::: 11'1\ι ， and A/R WB+/A+ a Morita module. Then A,M ( AWA• is a Morita 

module and R,1V! ( A WA+ ::::::B'N ( Ril @A WA+:::::: B'N⑧BWA ・ Therefore

End (11' M ( AW)jA ::::::End ,. (H W)jA + =B寸 jA +. In this sense, ,1'/ wM( ,1 WB /,1+ 

is a Morita module, because B ，M③AW竺 H，N③ BW'-"""B ，N② BB::::::wN，-...... B'B'.

Proposition 3.9. Let RjS be a Frobenius extension such that sSlsR. 

Tlzen , for any ring extension S' j R', Rj S口S'jR' and S'jR口RjS are equiｭ

valent. 

Proof Since RHomr (sR， δ司s竺 RRs， it follows that Endγ (RHom，. (sR , sS))j 
S竺RjS. We set L1=Endr (ぷ) and Rl = Endr (RHomr (sR , sS)). Then 

d 

Now, a出ss叩ume t出ha拭t S'jR己，口RjS. Then S' jR' ,-......L1jR by Prop. 3.7, and so 
RjS己L1jR ，-......S'jR'. By Prop. 3.8, we obtain RjS口S'j R', as desired. 

Let BNIBB, and Endr (BN)=B'. Let 59 be a ring homomorphism from 

B to A. Then AA ( RNIAA. Putting End ,. (Ail ( BN) = A', we obtain a ring 

homomorphism 〆 : B'• il', where (α③n) ・ 59'(b') =α⑧(nb') (aEil , nεN， b'EB'). 
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As A' = Endr (AA ( BN)::::: Homr (BN, BHom (AA , AA⑧BN))ご Homr(BN， BA ( BN) 

竺Homγ (BN， BB) ( BA ( BN, we know Homr (BN, BB) ( BA ( BN is isomorphic 

to A' as a B'-B'-module, by the correspondence 10α⑧n'→(x③u→Xf ・ G⑧n)

(jìε Homr (BN, BB), a , xE A , n , uε N). Consequently Hom,. (BN, BB) ( BA ( BNis 
a ring by the multiplication (10a ( n) (1' ( d ( n')= fi( a.n f ' .a' ( n', and we 

have a commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms: B' = 

Homr (BN, BB) ( BHom (BB, BN)~Homr (BN, BB) ( BA ( BN, where α(f③g)= 

cp' 

\〆
A' 

10101g• Let TfB be another ring extension, and put Endr (rT( BN)=T'. 
Then there is a homomorphism k ,• k' from Homz (BA B, BTB) to 

Homz (B，A斗 ， B ， Tι) such that the diagram Homγ (BN， BB) ( BA ( BN• B,A'B' is 

Hom，・ (BN， BB)0T( BN• B,T'w 
commutative. If k is a monomorphism (resp. an epimorphism), then so is k'. 

To be easily seen, if k is a ring homomorphism from AfB to TfB then 

k' is also a ring homomorphism from A'f B' to T'f B'. Therefore, if k is 

a ring isomorphism, then so is k'. Evidently, if AfB= TfB, then the correｭ
spondence k ，-~k' is a ring homomorphism from Endz (BAB) to Endz (B ，A~，). 

As A' ごHomr (BN, BB) ( BA ( BN as B'-B'-modules, we have a B-B'-iso・

morphism N ( B,A':::::N( B,Homr (BN, BB) ( BA ( BN. Let πbe the canonical 

homomorphism n ( l '• n f from N ( B,Homr (BN, BB) to B. Then we have 
π⑧1 

a commutative diagram: N0  B,A'• N ( B,Hom (BN, BB)②BA③BN-ー→A③sN.

1( k'l 1( 1( k01 1 k ( 11 
↓↓ π⑧1 ↓ 

λ7⑧B， T'→N0B，Hom (BN, BB)0sT⑧sN一一→T③BN
Therefore, if BNB, is a Morita module, there is a bijection kl• k' from the 
set of all B-イring homomo町rphiおsms from A tωo T tωo the set of all B'-ring 

horr凹叩mo

is commutative, where ﾟ (n ( a')=(l ( n) a'. 

iド1③例k' lk01 
N③B， T'一一→T⑧BN

Proposition 3.10. Let AfB be a Frobenius extension with a Frobenius 

homomoゅhism h (which acts on the right side), and let BNB, be a Morita 

module. Put Homγ (BN， BB) ( BA ( sN=A'. Then A'fB' is a Frobenius 

extension with a Frobenius homomoゅんism 1( h(1. 
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Proof That B,A'I B,B' will be easily seen. Since AABごAHomr (BA , BB)B' 
a!• ah (aε A)， we have a sequence of isomorphisms: A'=Homr (BN, HB) ( BA 
( HN:::: Homr (J]N , BB) ( BHomr (BA , BB)⑧BN竺Homr (BN, HB) ( HHom ,. (BA , BN) 
::::Homγ (HN， BHomr (BA , BN))竺 Homγ (BA②BN， BN). If we follow the above 

sequence of isomorphisms, we obtain an isomorphism A'::::Homr (BA ( BN, BN), 
f@a⑧n→(X③u→(x.uf.a)九 n) (fEHomr (BA , BN), a, xεA， n, uEN). Further, 
since B,Hom ,. (BN, UB)B is a Morita module, Homγ (HA ⑧ BN， BN) 竺

Hom ,. (B'Homr (BN, BB) ( BA ( BN, B,B') canonically. Thus A'竺

Hom ,. (H ,A', B， B')，jì③α@n →(Ji③a@n) (1 ②ん③ 1 ), as desired. 

~ 4. Splitting property of crossed products. 

Let QjA= 乙 σ叩EB U，σbe a generalized crossed product of A with a 五nite

group G, and C the center of A. Put Endr (AQ)=A*. Then A打。 1S

a 五nite G-Galois extension (Th. 2. 13), where Q is identi五ed with all right 

multiplications by elements of ρPutting L1=Endz (A ;t), L1jA* is a trivial 

crossed product. Then, by Prop. 3.7, QjA ,..._,L1jA*. Let Pa be the projection 

from Q to Ua. Then PaEA*, L: σ Pa= 1, and jう p，= Oa"pa for all σ， T in G. 

If we put 1'= 2: 0刊 Apσ， then l' is a subring of A * containing A (= the 
set of all right multiplications by elements of A), Evidently l' is isomorphic 

to the ring of (G: 1) copies of A , and it is easily seen that 1'= {xε A* 

(Ua)xç 以 for all σε G}. Let (A=) U,Ua "3 1= 戸包 Uりり叩 (uσ ， i Elλ， VりεUσ ，). 
Then, for any Zニ L: p Zp(ZpE Up) in Q, we have z"(p,) = L: 包 U:r， i(叫 ， iZ)pτ =L:PL:i 

Uσ， i (叫 ， iZρ)p ， ニ2: i Uσ ， iVリZστ =Za， =(Z)])". Thus σ(ρ，)=Pσ門 and hence the G-Galois 

extension A打。 induces a trivial G-Galois extension 1'j A. Therefore A * = 

ρ③A1'= 1'@AQ and ρ n 1'=A (cf. [16; Th. 5.1]). /A* For anyσ， T 
。/ I 
I /1' 
A/ 

in G, (U,)Uu1'Uu- ,çU, holds, and so Uu1'U，σ ， ç l' for all σin G. Thus 

Uσ1'= 1'Uu for all σin G. Hence A*j1'= 戸 σ同EB( 1'⑧A u'σ) is a generalized 

crossed product of l' with G. 

In the sequel, we fﾌx a group homomorphism from G to Aut(A) (which 

may be trivial), and assume that there are invertible elements uσof Q such 

that Uu=Auσ ， UaX= σ (X)ua(xEA). Put Al = {L:u a-1(x)ρσ IXEA}. Then, for 
any T in G, -r(戸 σσ l(X)ム)= L: u σ l(X)ρ刊 =L:ρρ 匂 (X)pp. Therefore the cor・

respondence X→Zσσ1 (x)pσ (Xε A) is a ring isomorphism and G-admissible. 

Put A G = B. Then, as is easily seen A n A1 = B. Therefore A = B and 

A = A1 are equivalent. Let uuu, = ασ ，uσT ・ Then each aσ ， is an invertible 

element of C. As aa ，んr ，，o- σGτ ，，，aσ， τp ， we have a"p= 戸σ(σa" ρ)zρσ =( L: u (aa ，，)Zpσ) 
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(~ω(ι...)tl九) (:E, (a:;;p)lp" where X1 means the left multiplication by an element 

X of C. Putfr= ~.(a，σ，.)IP.. Then each fr is an invertible element of the cenｭ

ter of T. Since t仏tん~jρうI，U-.;l=ρμ，-'， we have z叫4んJλよU;1= ~.(伊aa，p

Hence a叫t'， P == frメr.:古点f;一';/， where ~メ/β'p=u叫4ι~j五~U;1. Finally, for any ~.x，σP. in T , 
u~(~. x.p.)U;1 = ~.τ (X.)P.r -'. Therefore it is easily seen that TG = A1 ・
Further, ~r U,P1U;1= ~~P~-'= 1, ~. U,p.U;1.p.= ~.Par-'P.=01 ，τ ・ Thus T/A1 
is a finite G-Galois extension, and End (TA)/T-:::=.A*/T. This is the splittig 

property of il/A= ~.EGEBAu.・If A/ B is G-Galois, then T = A ( BA1=A1 
( BA (cf. [16; Th. 5. 1]). Conversely, if AA1 = T , then there are Xi , Yi in 

A such that ~包 X" ~.lT-1(仇)あ=P1・ Then ~;， Xt ・ lT(釣)=01... Hence A/B is 
G-Galois. Similarly, if A1A = T then A/ B is G-Galois. (Cf. Nobusawa [22]) 

ノA*
。/ I 
I /T 
A/ I 
I /A'1 

B/ 

~ 5. 

Theorem 5. 1. Let G be a finite groujう， and let A::2B be rings such 

that V A (B) = V A (A). We give a group homo例07アhism jシo悦 G to Aut(A/B) 

(τ:vhich may be trivial), and let ﾅ/A= ~.EGEBAu. be a trivial crossed jうroduct

of A with G. Then the folloωing are equivalent: 

(i) む σ (c)= 1 for some c in the center of A. 
(ii) ﾅ/A is a sφarable extension. 

(iii) 1f Y is a left Å, right B・・submodule of ﾅ such that AYBIAAB, then 
4 YBI4ÅB ・

(iv) 4ABI .1ÅB ・

Proof (i) 今 (ii) follows from Cor. to Th. 2. 11. (ii) 今 (iii) As 

4..:14 1.1..:1(A..:1.1 , we have 4YBI"..:1⑧AYB I...:1③AAB -:::='4 ..:1B ・ (iii) 今(iv) Put ~σ u.=u. 
Then u.u = u for all σin G, and hence Au is a left Å, right B-submodule 
of ﾅ which is isomorphic to A as a left Å, right B・module. Therefore, by 
assumption, 4.'1 B14..:1B ・ (iv) 今(i) To be easily seen, VA(B)-:::=.Homr (JAB' "..:1B), 
c1• (X• xuc) (xε A)， and VA(B)-:::=.Homr (4 ..:1B, 4AB), c巧(ò→o(c)) (òε ..:1). Then, 
"ABI"..:1B implies that there are c, …, Cn; d, … , d" in V A (B) such that 

~.σ(~i c�t)== 1. 
Remark. 1n general, if A/B is G-Galois and ~.σ (d) = 1 for some d in 

VA(B), then BBBIBAB, and hence ..:1/A is separable (Th. 2.6(3)). 

Corollary. Under the same notations and ω'sumptio叫 the follo叩ing

are equivalent: 
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(i) A/A is sφarable， and ifAXB is a submodule of AA~ for some n 

then AXBIAAR • 

(ii) 1f 4YB is a submodule of 4Aﾈ for some n, then 4YBI4AB ・

Proof. (i) 今(ii) follows from Th. 5.1 and the fact that AL1B::::::AA~ ， 

where g=(G: 1). (ii) 今(i) It su伍ces to prove the latter half. Since AA is 

projective, 4A ( AXB is a submodule of 4L1( AAË (::::::4L1ﾊ). Then, by assumpｭ
tion, 4A③AXB I4AB ・ Since AAAI AL1A, we have AXn I AL1⑧AXB ・ Hence we obtain 

AXBIAAA' because AAB::::::AAYB・
Lemma 5. 2. Let A d B be rings, and let σ be an automorphism of 

A/B such that AAuaA"""" AAA ・ Then L: i~O ， 0101 ，I2，...，.tJl is a commutative subring 

of VA(B). 

Proof. From AAuaA"""" AAA' it follows AAA"""" Ailua-'A, so thatλAUiA""""AAペ
for all integer i. Thus, by Th. 1. 3，包J1E@(VA (B)/C) for all integer i , 
where C is the center of A. For j?;:; 1, ajJ1 ニ (eJi)4 6 jJi=(f1J1)j, and eー lJl
= lJ.= (.J1) 一 1 Therefore it su伍ces to prove that xy = yx for any x , y in 

o土 lJ1 . First, assume that aJl = Cu for some u. Then u is invertible, and 
(.Jl)一 1=Cu-1. Therefore R is commutative. Next we return to general case. 

For any maximal ideal.� of C, let V'�: VA(B)• VA(B) ( cCþ be the localization. 
Then .010 

a local ring, .J1⑧CþC担 is a free module of rank 1. Therefore, for any x , y 

in a0101Jl> we have xy01=yx( 1 in VA(B)⑧cCþ ・ Hence xy-yxE Ker 仇
for all.�. Then, as n 担 Ker V'� = 0, we have xy = yx. Hence R is commuｭ

tative. This completes the proof. 

Theorem 5. 3. Let {} / A = L: aEGEﾐ U. be a generalized crossed product 

of A with a j�ite groψG. Assume that AU.A......., AAA for all σεG. Then 

{} / A is a symmetric extension. 

Proof. Put A * c= Endr (A{})' Then 仙{}A'/f} is a Morita module, and A*/{} 
lS a 五nite G-Galois extension such that A.A *⑧。A~........，A.AA' (Th. 2.6). Put 

L1/A* = Endz (A;). Then A = L:.回 EÐA*u. , and A.A *UaA. ......., A.A~. (Th. 2. 6). 

Therefore, by Th. 2. 10, we may assume that {}/A= Endz (AB) for some 

finite G-Galois extension A/B such that ペA⑧BAA""""AAA ・ Then {}/A= 

L:.日EÐAua is a trivial crossed product of A with G. Let h be the projection 
from {} to A. Then {}/A is a Frobenius extension with a Frobenius homoｭ

morphism h. Therefore it su伍ces to prove that h(ðω)=h(ωò) for anyωεQ 

and any òεV.Q (A) (Prop. 2.7). Evidently V.Q(A) = L:a EÐa-.JIU. ・ Let x be in 
.-,J1. Then xU..yu.- ， =x・ σ (y)=yエ and yua- ， ・ xU.= ν ・σ1(x) for any y in A. 

On the other hand, Lemma 5. 2 yields σ I(X)=X. Hence {}/A is a symmetric 

extenslOn. 
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Corollary. Let AjB be G-Galois, and assume that AA ( BAA'-"""AAA' 
Then AjB is α symmetric extension. 

Proof Put L1jA=Endz (AB). Then L1jA= L: a刊EBAuσis a trivial crossed 

product such thatAAuaA ,-...... AAA for all σεG (Th. 2. 6). Therefore L1j A is symｭ

metric, and hence A.JB is a symmetric extension (Th. 2. 10), because JL1IJA. 
Finally we note the following 

Proposition 5.4. Let QjA= L: aEGEBU, be a generalized crossed 1うroduct

of A ωith α group G. 1f there is a ring homomoゅhism QjA• AjA, then 
QjA is a group ring (and conversely). 

Proof Let ~:ρjA→Aj A. Then each ~ (ι) is an ideal, and A = 

~([ん UD-') ニ ~([λ)~(Ua-')' Hence ~(U)=A. If ~(x)=O for some x in Ua, 
then ~(xUa-)= タ (x)~(Ua-')=O. On the other hand, as x.Ua ,çA, we have 

~(x. Ua- ,)=xUa-" and so x=O. Thus ~I Ua: Ua:=A as A-A-modules. Let 

~(叫=1 (uaE [λ). Then, to be easily seen, uσis an invertible elements of 
Vg(A) such that uσA= Ua. Each uGu, is in UaU, = U.…and ~(UaU，)= ヂ (ual~(u，)
= 1 = ~ (ua,). Hence UaU, = Ua,. Therefore Q j r1 is a group ring of A with G. 

S 6. Correction to: Galois extensions 

and crossed products. 

In the previous paper “Galois extensions and crossed products, J. Fac. 

Sci. Hokkaido U凶v. ， Ser. 1, 20 (1968)", the fact that a日 is in the center 

was false. Consequently 1 must eliminate the parts concerning the above 
error. 

From 2 line from the bottom of p. 122 to 3 line from the top of p. 123. 

From 4 line from the bottom of p. 125 to 6 line from the bottom of p. 126. 

Further 1 replace the proof of Prop. 2.3 by the proof of Th. 2.11 in 

the present paper. 
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